Abstract. This article approaches the +OmstO formative used in deverbal inflection from a concatenational perspective. It describes the morphological distinction between the elative-case non-finite in +Om+stO (sams ‹ samsto 'to arrive'; oznoms ‹ oznomsto 'to pray'; molÍems ‹ molÍemste 'to go') and its counterpart the elative-case deverbal noun in +OmA+stO (sams ‹ samosto 'to arrive'; oznoms ‹ oznomasto 'to pray'; molÍems ‹ molÍemasto 'to go'). These parallel forms are then subjected to further morphological and semantic inspection: (1) compatibility with the three declination types, indefinite (zero), possessive (cross-referential adnominal person morphology) and definite (determiner) marking, and (2) compatibility with functions attributed to the elative case of other common nouns. Finally, a tendency is discerned according to which both inflection types can be regarded as elativecase nouns distinguished by a [±progressIve] parameter, whereby the so-called gerund is indicates a process, and the so-called deverbal noun a result.
[±voweL reTenTIon] before the formative É s  (see pall 1996 : 20; Zaicz 1998 : 188-189; Bartens 1999 : 122; Cypkajkina 2000 : 146; Trosterud 2006 : 250-251) .
when we apply the two-way split directly to the three stem vowels (a, e and o), it will be noted that all verbs ending in -ams retain the stem-final -a before the indicative preterit I 3sg formative É s. The infinitives ending in the mid vowels (o and e), however, cannot be associated with such a straightforward system. verbs ending in ems and oms must be learned separately; some retain their mid vowel before the É s formative and others lose it; a general rule of thumb is that deverbal verbs in the so-called frequentative formatives É se, É ne and kšnO retain their stem vowels, (cf. Evsevxev 1963 : 198; pall 1996 : 20; Trosterud 2006 : 250-251) .
on method of indicating stem-vowel retention of loss in dictionaries is to insert a pipe "|" at the appropriate break point. This is precisely what the most recent erzya-russian dictionary (Årzqnsko-russkij slovarx, henceforth ÅRS 1993) does. providing no specifics, the ÅRS 1993 gives forms, such as maks|oms, É s 'to give' and soda|ms, É s 'to know; to recognize', whereby the reader is readily aware of the appropriate forms maks and soda, respectively. Hence ÅRS 1993 provides readers and language learners with ready access to the workings of the erzya verb stems. The verb sato|ms, -tÉ s 'to suffice', however, takes us be surprise, i.e. in addition to the two types demonstrated above, there is a small subset of verbs ending in tÍems and toms that insert a T before the Ind.preTI.pred-3sg É s formative, something reminiscent of the inessive-case forms attested in the Kozlovka variety of erzya kaštomo 'oven' ‹ kaštot+so 'in the oven ' (cf. Bubrih 1930 : 22) . For a three-way split in the erzya verb-stem types, see Table 1 , analogous information on noun-stem types is available in rueter 2010.
Table 1
Erzya verb-stem system attests to a three-way split
In observing the three verb types illustrated in Table 1 , we will note that the archiphone O has reflexes in Zero (Ø) with vowel-final and T-stem types, and mid vowels (o or e) depending on the front-back harmony trig- (Ø, o, e) , the archiphone A has a reflex in a when the preceding surface vowel is a mid vowel, and an o when the preceding surface vowel is a low vowel, see Table 2 Deverbal nouns and locative-case infinitives in the verb-stem system of Erzya
It should be noted that although the modern standard attests a distinction between deverbal nouns and locative-case infinitives in all but a-stem verbs, this has not always been the situation. one need only consult a publication of pjotr Kirillov: eÉ z É cidÍardt kunsolomanzo (Kirillov 1987 : 40) 'he didn't have the patience to listen to him' to observe deverbal-type forms in -oma-where -omo-would be expected. Here the word form kunsolo+ma+nzo 'to listen to him' appears to have a ma segment before the 3sg formative OnzO, something which occurs in some forms of erzya spoken in the Atjaç sevo raion. Therefore it cannot be taken for granted that even speakers of erzya would be in full agreement upon the distinction between deverbal nouns and infinitive forms.
In this treatise of erzya, I annotate the Om+O infinitive as locative-case, a matter which by no means is unproblematic. other annotations call it a nominative or a lative, they have their morphological short-comings. It is most likely the notion of Zero marking that has been deemed sufficient when designating this infinitive as a nominative. raija Bartens (1970 : 247ff.; 1979 : 25-26) , however, indicates the problems of a nominative-case interpretation and points out the semantic and pattern-based criteria for a lative or locative interpretation. An additional morphological criterion can be cited in opposition to the nominative designation, namely, the formative OzO used in marking a nominative singular subject-function possessum of a 3sg 
Table 3a
Non-finite case patterns
In Table 3a the literary illative infinitive is presented adjacent to its translative counterpart, familiar from some of the erzya dialects. Functions attributed to the literary illative form include those, which in the case of common nouns would be readily associated with the translative, e.g. predicate complement. The ablative case presents a morphological conflict where the consonant-final stem type associated with non-finite inflection tends to occur in the literary language with an intermediate vowel. This intermediate vowel, however, should not be passed off as a direct indication of deverbal noun morphology, namely, the verb molÍems 'to go' attests to three variants in published erzya literature: molÍemado, molÍemedÍe and molÍemdÍe. The consonant-final stem of the ablative and the inessive forms is quite infrequent in the written language of the erzya majority corpus (http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/~rueter/rsc/rueter-ErzyaSource.xml, described in rueter 2010). The non-finite elative form has functions attributed to the elative form of other common nouns, i.e. source and temporal setting, and therefore provides no arguments for an explicit illative s + ablative DO concatenation in a synchronic treatise of the language, although a theoretical diachronic treatise of the language would.
In Table 3b the translative-case form or its homonym with the formative ks is used in noun derivation of spatial adverbs/adpositions with fourcase declination patterns (lative, locative, ablative and prolative). language, demonstrate a dialect translative counterpart to parallel the nounderivation practice attested for adpositions, and the local cases locative, ablative and prolative are attested in both the non-finite morphology and the four-case pattern of this adverb/adposition type. differences can be observed in the two case patterns. The spatial adverb/adposition, it would seem, is incompatible with the temporal-function cases of the illative and elative as well as the instructive-function case, the inessive, whereas the spatial notion attributed to the inessive would provide no additional information to the locative, already present. The absence of the lative formative Ov in the non-finites, however, appears problematic. In fact, the OmO infinitive is generally used where a target function would be expected, that is, in combinations with verbs of motion, e.g. the construction tujems (tÍikše) lÍedÍeme to-go_v.InF.ILL hay_n.ABs to-mow_v.InF.LoC 'to go make hay' is much more common than the deverbal-noun construction with the explicit lative case tujems lÍedÍma+v to-go_v.InF.ILL to-mow_v.n+LAT 'to go make hay' (Ku-
In a description of the case pattern encountered in consonant-stem nonfinite morphology, we can assume a 7-slot paradigm, lacking the three core cases (nominative, genitive and dative), see enumeration.
+Om+s +Om+O +Om+dO +Om+sO +Om+stO +Om+ga +Om+ks +InF+ILL +InF+LoC +InF+ABL +InF+Ine +InF+eLA +InF+proL +InF+TrAnsL
The 7-slot non-finite pattern can be contrasted with the 12-slot pattern of the deverbal noun in OmA, which attests to core-case functions not available to the non-finite derivations. (Bartens 1979 : 45) it has been assumed that Mordvin possessor indices affixed onto infinitives indicate the patient as opposed to the agent. This would mean that the notion of a distinction [±InFInITIve] would appear manifest in transitive but not intransitive verbs. The erzya language, however, appears to follow a possessor-index strategy where the primary argument of the verb is the possessor, and this strategy holds for non-finite in Om-and deverbal nouns in OmA, alike, see (1) , where the possessor indexed in (1a) is the s and that in (1b) the p. Thus the nominative-case deverbal noun can be demonstrated to operate according to the non-finite argument structure.
some_pro-q.ABs time_n+gen to-pass_v+pTC-Z, finally_Adv, maÉ rav+É s bus+oÉ ntÍ to-be-heard_v+Ind.preTI.pred-3sg bus_n+gen.deF.sg sa+mo+zo to-arrive_V+DV-N+POSS-3SG.NOM.SG (Motorkin 1997 : 147) 'After some time passed, finally, the arrival of the bus was heard' [and] for that reason its value is very high' studies of the erzya language often speak of an (elative-case) gerund derived regularly from verb stems in much the same way as the -ms illative infinitive is. Most recently the OmstO formative (moramsto 'to sing', oznomsto 'to pray', velÍmemste 'to come back to life') has been recognized as one of the three gerund-forming morphemes: -OÉ z, -OmstO and -do, (cf. As discussed above, erzya also has a deverbal-noun formative OmA which, when declined in the indefinite elative formative stO, has varied reflexes in deverbal-noun formative, whereas the actual elative form is constantly represented by a back-vowel form in sto. Contrast the deverbal noun (dv-n) forms and their non-finite counter parts in table (4).
Table 4
Deverbal nouns and non-finites in the elative since the phonological difference between these two forms hinges upon three notions: (1) the presence of a mid/low vowel-harmony oriented vowel; (2) the semantic functions held by the elative for expressing temporal space, and (3) deverbal nouns attest to the same argument-marking strategies as the non-finite derivation, the question arises as to what extent the two elative-case derivations actually differ from one another. Are there 
Method
The elative gerund morpheme OmstO will be segmented into a hypothetical non-finite formative -Om and a subsequent elative marker stO. This segmentation will set it in contrast with that of the deverbal-noun elative affix sequence OmA+stO, and thus render the elative form for inspection morphological, semantic and syntactic: A) on the basis of the majority erzya text corpus (http://www.ling.helsinki. fi/~rueter/rsc/rueter-ErzyaSource.xml), as defined in rueter 2010, a brief list of morphological hits will be given to illustrate the relative frequency of the most widely attested elative forms of non-finite and deverbal-noun derivations.
B) The elative forms will be inspected for compatibility with the three erzya declination types, indefinite, possessive and determiner, whereas determiner declination is not attested for adverbs and adpositions.
C) The functions of the elative case most prominently the temporal function of the OmstO adjunct will be illustrated by means of representative examples. d) Cross-referential adnominal-person marking on the two sets of word forms will be inspected for argument reference, whereas possessor indexing indicating anything other than p-argument reference has previously been cited as a criterion by which to distinguish Om non-finites from infinitives, (cf. Bartens 1979 : 45).
Analysis
In a UnIX environment we can extract all words of pertinent form by means of the tool "egrep" and the regular expression "m(|a|o)st(o|å)". This will render three types of word forms: Hits: (1) non-finite forms in OmstO (eé ramsto 'while living', tÍué remste 'while fighting'); (2) deverbal nouns in OmA+sto (eé ramosto 'from [the] life', tÍué remasto 'from [the] fight'), and misses (É selÍmste 'from (the) eye(s)', kaštomsto 'out of (the) oven'). In Tables 5-6 we will observe the sheer frequency with which non-finite elative forms surpass the deverbalnoun elative forms, on the one hand, and the fact that both word types attest to three declination types, i.e. unlike adverbs and adpositions, word forms with the Om+stO formative can take definite singular declination, which indicates a notion of reference, something associated with nouns. The hits column group in Table 5 has been divided into indefinite declination, possessive declination and definite declination to provide the reader an idea of co-occurrence frequency for each of the declination types, e.g. 'to go' molÍemste; molÍemsteÉ n, molÍemstetÍ, molÍemstenze, molÍemsteÉ nek, molÍemsteñk, molÍemstest; molÍemsteÉ ntÍ. The minimal attestation of co-occurrence with definite-declination forms in Table 5 is only slightly smaller than that of co-occurrence with secondperson possessor indexing, such that 2sg shares the same level of attestation as the definite-declination forms. forms, it will be observed that definite marking exceeds that of possessor indexing in the OmA+stO deverbal noun forms, where indefinite and definite forms contribute to the bulk of all attestations, see Table 6 . of the 42 verb forms shown in tables 5-6 only 11 are consistently representative of frequent non-finites and deverbal nouns. These eleven do not include the three most frequent verbs of the non-finite forms, which also means that the verbs jutams 'to pass' and tujems 'to leave' with complete possessive paradigms are not represented. The verbs represented in Table 7 The Status of the Non-Finite -omsto 'thought') indicated by the verb.
Table 7
Verbs with high frequency non-finite versus deverbal noun dichotomies
Typical misses include elative-case nouns, such as, those found in Table 8 .
Table 8
Common misses generated by "m(|a|o)st(o|å)" expression The elative case represented by the formative -stO has two basic meanings -source and location. while source is primarily associated with notions of space (3), material (4), spatio-temporal starting point (5) and separation (6), capacity (7) and temporal setting (8) The notion of temporal setting conveyed in (8) is, in fact, parallel to that observed in (2), above. Temporality, it would seem, is determined by the referent itself, i.e. the word ç cï 'day' is a quantity of time, a duration. since the adjunct in (2) ç cï+É ntÍ valg+om+sto 'as the sun set' indicates an activity simultaneous to that of the main predicate verb, one might readily draw a parallel between these two temporal entities. speaking of temporal entities, naturally, brings us back to deverbal nouns, which should also bear temporal meaning. The verb pé radoms 'to finish, to complete' provides us with a near minimal pair in pé radomsto (the non-finite) and pé radomasto (the deverbal noun). In two examples from the same collection of short stories, we can observe both word forms in the same function. In (9) a notion of durative temporal space might be entertained as a setting for a meeting (vast ems '[to happen] to meet; to meet repeatedly'), indicating that the non-finite form conveys a notion of continuous or ongoing action.
(9) mejelÍÉ se+de sïÉ n vastÉ ne+É stÍ last_pro-deT+ABL they_pro-pers-3pL.noM to-meet_v+Ind.preTI.pred-3pL kize+É n pé rad+om+sto+É ntÍ, É zardo summer_n+gen to-end_v+INF+ELA+deF.sg when_pro-reL.ABL son uskÉ se+É s gruzovoj he_pro-pers-3sg.noM to-haul_v+Ind.preTI.pred-3sg freight_A.ABs avtomašina+so stanÉ cija+v É suro automobile_n+Ine station_n+LAT grain_n.noM.sg (Abramov 1974 : 85) 'The last time they had met at the end of summer when he was hauling grain to the station in a dump-truck'
The deverbal noun in (10), on the other hand, could be construed to indicate a point in time, which would lead to a dichotomy, duration versus reference point. This dichotomy, however, could also be attributed to the time frames implicated by the predicate verbs; the verb vast ems 'to meet' in (9) entails a durative time frame, whereas the verb sams 'to arrive' in (10) indicates a point in time.
(10) juta+É z tÍelÍe+É n pé rad+oma+sto+É ntÍ Another verb kortams 'to talk' also provides us with examples of nonfinite versus deverbal noun variation in kortamsto and kortamosto respectively. Here the non-finite or short form is consistently associated with the speech act, whereas the longer or deverbal noun indicates the product, see (11) (12) Although activity versus product might be attested in some instances, there appears to be free variation in some publications between short and long forms. It seems that the short forms cannot be used for expression of product entities. If, however, the short form indicates a duration and not a point in time, then it can be attested as with verbs, such as, sïrgoÉ zems 'to wake up', see (13). Hence it is conceivable that the short Om+stO form can be associated with source functions, as well. Cross-referential adnominal-person marking, possessor indexing, is, as illustrated in tables (5-6), compatible with both non-finite and deverbalnoun forms. possessor indexing, in erzya, is primary-argument oriented, i.e. with the non-finite elative forms of intransitive verbs the personal affix indicates the s argument possessor, but with transitive verbs there are further stipulations to be dealt with, see (14-16).
